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Objectives 
 

 

The "Altervilles" course in the Master of Cities and Urban Environments Honours is designed to train 
professionals in urban strategies and policies: professionals in project management, project management 
assistance, planning, decision-making, evaluation and participation. 

 
This course has three specific objectives: 

 
> To train professionals in policies relating to the city and metropolis without focusing solely on world 
cities or the best-placed sites in the international division of labour 
> To design an "alternative" course by making students aware of the variety of situations, available 
resources and political/technical options 
> To implement a training process through research and work on existing scientific projects e.g. 
projects exploring the  "new urban crisis" 

 
This course's specific process has been designed in close collaboration with countless practitioners who share 
the belief that urban resources in "secondary cities" (often less visible than "working" cities and more likely to be 
addressed and analysed in terms of malfunction) are vital springboards for the urban development and 
government policies that they also enable to rebuild. 

 

Who's it for? 
 

Target audience 

Available to students with: 
 

> a 3rd year degree in social science e.g. political science, geography, sociology etc. 
> a 3rd year in Political Sciences. 

 
Entry requirements 

Admission: Academic record and oral interview 

(optional) Apply online from May 

Foreign students involved in Campus France must apply on the Etudes en France website 
 

Foreign students must prove their level of French by achieving level B2 on the DELF (French test) based on the 
European common framework of reference within the last two years. 

 
Apply for the master 

> Prepare your Master application 
> Application terms 

http://dept.univ-st-etienne.fr/
https://pastel.diplomatie.gouv.fr/etudesenfrance/dyn/public/authentification/login.html
https://www.univ-st-etienne.fr/fr/formation/inscriptions-admissions/preparer-sa-candidature-en-master.html
https://dept.univ-st-etienne.fr/fr/candidater.html
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